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before Bentham ; and at Oxford especially,
strong tradition of classical study and its emphasis
the Hellenic basis of all philosophical speculation, th
Greek conception of the State as an organism with will
and purpose directed to a moral end rapidly supplantecf
the mechanistic conceptions of the lately fashionable
individualism, T. H. Green, whose lectures on the
Principles of Political Obligation were given at Oxfordln
1879-1880, both led and typified the * new, movemeni
In practical politics he was an active Liberal, amenable
to a degree of c State Interference " which would fiave
horrified the older men of the tradition, but opposed to
Socialism and the collective control of capital: in
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religion he was equally practical, believing that
Christianity must find expression in a full, active^
conscientious citizenship ; |n his philosophic justifica-
tion of the whole he derived largely from the Kantian
conception of the will and from the Greek blen<3in£pf
ethics with politics, individual with society.
Plato, in his Republic, had carried to its logical
conclusion the notion of society as an organism. He
had identified the State with society, a dangerous
fallacy, and had drawn a complete analogy between
the State and the individual. Such an analogy is
inevitably fatal to democracy, because it makes indi-
viduals not ends in themselves, but mere limfes and
appendages of a social person whose life and value is
the only end. Thus some social parallel must be founti
for the human brain, and Plato constructs a class of
philosopher-kings : equivalent to the human muscle is
his soldier-caste ; while the desires and appetites
are represented by the mob. The function of the
philosopher-kings is to rule, as the function of tke
brain is to direct: the function of the soldiers is defence;
the function of the mob is to work and to obey.

